We link Carey's exponential representation of the determining function of a perturbation pair with the moment problem. We prove that an operator sequence represents the moments of a phase operator if and only if there is another positively defined sequence of operators satisfying a boundedness condition.
Introduction
The L-moment problem consists in characterizing the moment sequence (1) An= [ tnf(t)dt, neN, of a measurable function / (with prescribed support in R) which satisfies 0 < / < L a.e. This problem was formulated and completely solved by Achiezer and Krein in the 1930s [ 1 ] . The problem may be formulated for operator-valued functions. On the other hand, R. W. Carey introduced in [2] a complete unitary invariant which occurs in the perturbation theory of self-adjoint operators. This invariant, called in [2] the "phase shift," is a direct generalization of the phase shift which has been encountered in perturbation situations of one-dimensional range. Carey proved in [2] that, for z a complex number with Imz / 0 and Rz = (A -z)-1, the determining function ep(z) = I + KRZK* can be represented in the form:
where B is a summable operator function B: R -> 5f(aif) with 0 < B(X) < 1 . In the same paper he also proved the converse result: suppose B(X) is a 
The main ingredients of this proof are the two results contained in [2] . Proof. We assume first that (An)°^=Ç) represents the sequence of successive moments of a summable operator function B: R -► ¿¿'(ßf), 0 < B(X) < 1, i.e.,
The first step is a reduction of the power series of the moments ( 1.1 ) to a Cauchy integral formula (*). 
Next we build the sequence (^)^L0 using Carey's result on the phase shift [2] : Applying the preceding result to the function B(-) obtained from the sequence of moments in (1.1), we get the required equality:
We shall prove that the obtained Hankel quadratic form £m k A'm+kxmxk *s with (^)m=o Positively defined and satisfying the boundedness conditions above. Then we shall prove the existence of a summable operator-valued function B: R -♦ ^(^), with 0 < B(X) < 1 supp5 compact, the function that will furnish the moments of the prescribed (An)^=0 operator sequence, i.e.,
An= [ B(t)t"dt.
We shall consider the operator sequence (A'm)™=0, to be doubly indexed. The classical Kolmogorov theorem gives a decomposition for positively defined kernels:
Let K: I x / -► Sfffi) be a positively defined operator-valued function (i.e., J2¡ j{K(i> j)x¡, xß > 0 for every family (x()( with finite support). Then K(i, j) admits a decomposition of the form K(i, j) = h*hj, with ht e 5?(ßf). We take by definition
Since the Kn are linear, so is A and, from our previous remarks, A is continuous. Taking x0 = ( 1, 0, ... ), x¡. = 0, /' > 1, we obtain AKQ = Kx, and using the induction method for a suitable choice of (*")^10, we obtain Kn -AnKQ.
We prove now that A is a selfadjoint operator: For x in a dense subset of X, we can find (xk)k such that x = Yï,T=o ^kxk • *n tms case> (Ax,x) = E^-EVtp. 
Final remarks
The support of function B can be characterized in terms of its moments, as in the scalar case (cf. [1] ). Our approach also gives a necessary condition for the L-problem of moments with operator values, without restriction on the support.
